Poly Rooting Section Set

For the Mustangs the starting line-up will average 170 pound, all Southern California conference halfbacks. Nevertheless, reports from the metropolitan sections of Los Angeles indicate that the unknown quantity label will be better answered about Saturday than before.
Dear John,

I was again very much pleased with Poly's representation at the game at San Diego last week. At least fifty members of the student body made the 700 mile trip. These boys formed a section that was typical of the entire student body. They formed a nucleus of rooters that had an entire section of the stands cheering for the Mustangs. Many of the spectators were student fans. A good portion of the section were Cal Poly Alumni. Most of them promised to be here for some time. We had a good representation of the law on the part of new drivers on the campus. If so, the following information should help to enlighten them:

A stop sign on the campus has the same meaning as anywhere else. It means STOP! It doesn't mean to shift into second gear and go on. The speed limit on the roads about where else. It means STOP! It doesn't mean to shift into
tolérated. ■'

If so, the following information should help to enlighten
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If this doesn't ease the situation, a request should be made
to the proper officials, giving the circumstances, and request-
ing that a uniformed officer be placed on duty on the campus.

The above suggestions are drastic. It may be that they
will not be needed. It may be enough to remind drivers
on the Poly campus of the existing condition.

Remember, you may be the first casualty!

Gill Brown

Book Reviews

The book which Alainy Wiltz

...with the team standing at attention it was a
stopping specialties. Again, I
want to thank all of you who
were there; Cal Poly proved again
that it shows an outstanding
amount of school spirit.

— P.E.M.
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Sea Lanes Cafe
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Do you plan to send that buddy of yours who is still
in the armed services a card? If so, October is the month
for mailing. May we assist you in making your selection?
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RALPH MCKINNEY, Ex-Navy Manager
1117 Cherry St.
San Luis Obispo
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Unconventionalism—

I have the theory (at least I
thought it was) to put in
here. Be prepared. This
day and age, power is
not the minimum—speed. Reckless driving will not be
risked. Nothing is more dangerous than the sight of
a law on the part of new drivers on the campus.

This campus is more crowded with students and automo-
bles than in all its history. In the past, students have been
killed and injured because of automobile accidents on the

With this fact in mind, it's a great deal of spirit.

Remember, you may be the first casualty!
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game at San Diego last week.
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student fans. A good portion of
the section were Cal Poly Alumni.

I think the sending of "All
Hall" was extremely effective.

The following suggestions are being offered in an effort to
solve the problem.

All drivers should be notified, by posting large signs in
prominent places, of the speed limit on the campus.
The excuse of ignorance will not be acceptable. The student presi-
dent should appoint a body of students to assume the duty
of traffic maintenance. Any violation observed by them
should be taken before the student court. Fines should con­
 sist the suspension of the driving privilege on the campus.

If this doesn't ease the situation, a request should be made
to the proper officials, giving the circumstances, and request-
ning that a uniformed officer be placed on duty on the campus.

The above suggestions are drastic. It may be that they
will not be needed. It may be enough to remind drivers
on the Poly campus of the existing condition.

Remember, you may be the first casualty!
Mustangs Beat San Diego, 21-13

ROSAS PASSES WIN GAME

There's a football hero on the California Polytechnic college campus today. It's San Luis Obispo's own Leo Rosa. 160 pound quarter­back, who led the badly under­
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half, on Poly's 80 yard marker and he was chased by the San Diego defense. The ball was fumbled on the 37 yard line and there was a touch down.

Behind Safety Men

Rosa's accurate pass to Bolton, who has helped behind the Asteca safety line before he snagged the ball, brought crowds from the San Diego roosters and dazed the As­

TENNIS SHOP
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safety men so badly that they were all

W ANT SOME RITZY... Letterheads— Stationery

Fast delivery
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ST offre, Fills, Etc.

Phone 284-1717

To go prove to the Asteca that the score was no fluke, the Mustang eleven, one Mario, played their own 30 yard line for three downs following the second kick­

Phone 4130

410 Monterey St. Pho: 2157

Will only cost you $1.00 per hr.

five first downs, and kept the ball

/a

COUNTRY STORES

Phone 4130

Gregoriat 1,000 per

Next to the stars of the show were the Mustangs of 1946, who did an amazing job on every play except one. They were down, 0-11, at half time, but came back, with the ball at their own 10 yard line, and scored.
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100% satisfaction guarantee
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7.45 a loop

6. Concession Plans

2.35 a person

Practices Team Tyng.

Johnson the starting quarterback, and a threat in the backfield, as the San Luis Obispo State had to stop. Not only did they overlook Rosa's 80 yard threat, but even Coach Hodges didn't have enough man power to stop it. Paul Bresnahan, in place of Bernie Belenson, the next most likely passer, returned the kickoff to the end. The first play in the game, Inspired by their rooters, the Asteca eleven did a masterful job of ground gaining power. They held the Mustangs to under 50 yards net in the first quarter, and nearly 100 cards are quarter, and nearly 100 cards are
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Students’ Wives Club Activities

After practicing Poly yells under the guidance of Gil Brown and Jack Spaulding, students’ wives who attended the meeting Thursday evening, Oct. 3, feel they are ready for their parts in the cheering section at coming football games.

When the shooting had died down, the regular business meeting was opened by President Anita Banning.

Plans were formulated for a bridge club with a meeting of the club Oct. 17, under the chairmanship of Margaret Weinstein.

Verne Jeavons was elected to act as chairman of the Halloween party for husbands and wives, to be held Oct. 30 following the White Knight game. Lib Stinson, assisted by Norma Thomas and Jo Roney, acted as hostesses at the meeting.

BRIDGE CLUB TO MEET

The bridge club group of the students’ wives club will hold its second meeting Oct. 10, tomorrow night. All students’ wives interested in playing bridge are invited to join the group. They will meet in the Wilcoot Building’s recreation room at 8 p.m.

TEACHERS WANTED

Engineering (all branches) — Numerous Instructorships — Fellowships open for Bachelors. Also heavy demand for those qualified for Professorships, Associate professorships and Assistant professorships.

Fine Arts & Sciences — Scores of vacancies in Colleges and Universities in all sections. Secondary-Elementary — All kinds of positions in locations paying the highest salary schedules. Numerous Pacific coast calls.

For quick placement give personal photo and qualifications in first letter.

CLINE

TEACHERS AGENCY

East Lansing, Michigan

MISSION

FLORISTS

FLOWERS . . .

. . . CORSAGES

Flowers Telegaphed
Anderson Hotel Bldg.

805 Monterey St. R.L.O.

Billie’s

INFANTS’ CHILDREN’S

WOMEN’S

READY TO WEAR —

Lingerie, Hosiery,
Costume Jewelry

Ph. 5152-W

805 Monterey St. R.L.O.

No shortages at

BENO’S

LOAFERS—SPORT COATS

White Tee Shirts

All Wool “Osh” Shanks

1418 Morro St. R.L.O.

GLEES CLUB ORGANIZED

Elmer Winn, in charge of the students’ wives glee club, announced that this group had met for an organizational meeting Oct. 7 at 7:30 p.m., in the club room. Great things are expected from this group if the singing last Thursday night was an indication of talent available in the group.

WIVES MAKE POM-POMS

The students’ wives club has been asked to make pom-poms to add color to the Poly cheering section. All students’ wives who wish to make a pom-pom are asked to furnish their own materials and come to the club room either tonight or tomorrow night. Material needed is two packages of crepe paper (green and gold), thumb tacks, a dowling pin, and a broom stick or any suitable stick to be used as a handle.


GENARDINI’S

MEN’S WEAR

Ph. 1058 770 Wigner St.

“Between the Ranks”

San Luis Obispo

The place to shop for young men’s clothing

Wilson’s Flower Shop

Bonded Member F.D.E.

1116 Garden St. R.L.O.

BEAR PHOTO SERVICE

Snapshot Pocket Album
With Every Order

Kristal Gloss Prints

Obtainable Only at

Hotel Drug Store

SNO

WHITE

CREAMERY

Make Us Your

Refreshment

Headquarters

SHAKES

SODAS

SANDWICHES —

WAFFLES

Served at all Hours

Open 7 a.m. till 10 p.m.

Poly Poultry Pupil Preserves Pugnacious Predatory Pest

Last week, Ben Caldwell, fresh poultry student, pursued and killed a bobcat on the poultry range. Caldwell had feeding the range. When he spotted the bobcat on a small knoll. The cat was undoubtedly looking over the pullet crop. Bob immediately set out in pursuit, rich in hand. After chasing the cat up and down the gully windbreaks, he finally cornered it in a pully windbreak against the fence. Our boy and the cat made up their minds to clash simultaneously, and after a short engagement, “Caveman” Caldwell struck the blow which ended the fracas. Closing in, he finished the job with a few more well placed blows. The cat weighed eleven pounds and measured about three feet from tip to tip. Ben is having the hide tanned, so he will have a memorial of the battle.
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